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Abstract

Reactive blending of immiscible polymers is an important process for synthesizing poly-

mer blends with superior properties. We use a phase-field model to understand reaction dy-

namics and morphology evolution by diffusive transport in layered films of incompatible, end-

reactive polymers. We thoroughly investigate this phenomenon over a large parameter space

of interface shapes, layer thicknesses, reaction rates specified by a Damkohler number (Daf ),

and Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (χ), under static conditions with no external fields.

For films of the same thickness, the dynamics of the system is not significantly influenced by

the length of the film or the initial shape of the interface. The interface between the polymers

is observed to roughen, leading to the formation of a spontaneous emulsion. The reaction

progresses slower and the interface roughens later for thicker films, and systems with higher

χ. Increasing Daf increases the reaction rate and hastens the onset of roughening. The quasi-

static interfacial tension decreases with the extent of reaction, but does not become vanishingly

small or negative at the onset of roughening. Simulations with reversible reactions and systems
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where only a fraction of the homopolymers have reactive end groups show that a critical di-

block (reaction product) concentration exists, below which interfacial roughening and sponta-

neous emulsification is not observed. We also demonstrate that thermal fluctuations accelerate

the onset of interfacial roughening, and help sustain the system in an emulsified state.

1 Introduction

Blending of immiscible polymers is an important process, which often produces polymer alloys

having superior properties to the original polymers. This can be achieved by externally adding a

copolymer to the system to compatibilize the immiscible polymers. Another strategy is to syn-

thesize polymer with reactive endgroups, which react during processing to produce copolymer at

the interface between the homopolymers [1, 2]. This technique of producing copolymers in-situ

is called reactive polymer blending, and is widely employed industrially [1, 3]. The copolymer

reduces the interfacial tension between the polymers, allows smaller domain sizes to be achieved,

and improves adhesion between the homopolymer phases. Reactions are limited to the interfacial

manifold separating the two initially incompatible resins being compounded. The reaction rate

accelerates as the shear forces reduce the domain sizes, thereby expanding the interfacial area.

The creation of copolymer at the interface further reduces the interfacial tension and reinforces

the effect of shear and extensional forces in driving down domain size. Ultimately, the transport

limitations are sufficiently reduced and enough copolymer is created to enable the system to spon-

taneously emulsify [4–10]. Complete conversion to block or graft copolymer is possible in systems

with stoichiometric balance and irreversible reactions. A wide range of blend microstructures are

observed, ranging from ordered mesophases formed by block copolymer-rich compositions, e.g.

lamellae or hexagonally packed cylinders, to emulsion structures and co-continuous morphologies

[11–15].

Theoretical models have been developed to predict the reaction kinetics of homogeneous and

inhomogeneous end-coupling reactions [16–19]. The forward reaction between the homopolymers

is modeled as a second order reaction in the homopolymer concentrations, and the backward reac-

tion, if any, is modeled as first order in the copolymer concentration. In the absence of convection,

the homopolymers near the interface react, and the reaction rate is initially controlled by the re-
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action rate coefficient. This regime ends when the reactants in the vicinity of the interface are

depleted, and further reaction is then controlled by the rate of diffusion of reactants from the bulk

homopolymer phases to the interface. At even later stages, the copolymer brush at the interface

presents a potential barrier to the reactants. The reaction rate progressively decreases through three

regimes. Specifically, the interfacial coverage of the copolymer increases linearly with time in the

first regime, followed by a growth proportional to the square root of time in the second regime,

and an even slower growth as the square root of the logarithm of time in the final regime [18].

The reaction kinetics increases under flow for irreversible reactions having a dilute concentration

of reactants [19].

Numerous experimental studies have been performed to measure the reaction rate constants

[20], determine the reactivity of different chemical end groups [1, 21], compare the effectiveness of

copolymer architecture [1], and quantify the effect of polymer-polymer interactions as measured by

the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, χ [1, 7, 22, 23]. It has been established that the copolymer

generation rate and morphology evolution is controlled by the rate of interfacial area generation

[9, 24]. Comparing the reaction rates for systems with and without flow, it was concluded that the

interfacial area generated from shear forces alone was not sufficient to explain the large reaction

rates observed in experiments [24]. It was hypothesized that another mechanism exists, in addition

to external shear, which generates interfacial area for the progress of the reaction.

Experiments have been performed on static systems, with no external fields to determine the

mechanism of interfacial area generation [4–10]. These studies usually employed either a film of

one homopolymer cast on top of the second homopolymer, or slightly mixed homopolymers. The

progress of reaction was monitored by observing the interface between the homopolymers using

atomic force microscopy (AFM), or transmission electron microscopy (TEM). It was found that for

many systems, the interface between the homopolymers became corrugated, eventually roughen-

ing and forming a spontaneous emulsion, generating enormous interfacial area. The spontaneous

emulsification occurred when the interfacial excess diblock, as measured by forward recoil spec-

trometry (FRES) exceeded a critical value. Self consistent mean field calculations predicted the

interfacial tension at the critical interfacial excess to become zero. The instability has been primar-

ily attributed to the vanishing interfacial tension [4–6, 8], although some studies suggest that the

reduction in interfacial tension is overestimated and argue that interfacial deformation caused by
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thermal fluctuations also plays an important role in roughening and emulsification [7, 9, 25]. This

phenomenon was observed for systems characterized by intermediate values of χNr, where Nr is

the relevant chain length. It was also observed that thinner films of homopolymers are more prone

to roughening and spontaneous emulsification than thicker films [7, 26–28].

A fundamental understanding of spontaneous emulsification is necessary to control the system

microstructure [28]. Although there have been numerous experimental works reporting interfacial

roughening and emulsification, simulations predicting this phenomenon are scarce. The interface

between segregated polymers was studied using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, and ob-

served to roughen [29]. The time scales accessed by MD simulations was no more than 1 ms due

to the high computational resources demanded by the method. This was overcome using coarse-

grained models like the dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) model [30–32], and a hybrid model

which adopts a continuum description of the binary mixture and a particle description of the re-

active molecules [33]. These approaches simulated time scales long enough to observe the onset

and growth of interfacial roughening. The simulations determined the growth of the copolymer

layer at the interface, and verified the different regimes predicted by theory [18]. However, there

are disagreements on the cause of the instability. The hybrid model measured the total gradient

energy to provide a rough estimate of the interfacial tension. In both the MD and DPD studies, the

interfacial tension was calculated by measuring the difference between the normal and tangential

components of the pressure tensor across the interface. Studies based on MD simulations and the

hybrid model found the interfacial tension to drop to near zero or even negative values before the

interface roughened, and attributed the vanishing interfacial tension as the cause of roughening

[29, 33]. The DPD simulations, on the other hand, concluded that roughening is a microphase sep-

aration that occurs when the interface gets saturated with copolymer, and the system transitions to

a lamellar microstructure [30, 31]. The interfacial tension was not observed to drop significantly in

the DPD simulations at the onset of roughening. A likely reason for the disagreement is that there

is no unambiguous way to calculate the interfacial tension in heterogeneous mixtures, particularly

in non-equilibrium processes where interfaces are continuously changing.

The reactive blending process involves a complex interplay of thermodynamic forces, and

multi-component and multi-phase transport; consequently, the parameter space that governs this

process is daunting. Most simulations predicting spontaneous emulsification were focused on flat
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interfaces of a constant thickness. A computational study that thoroughly investigates the evolu-

tion of copolymer, system morphology and interfacial roughening over a wide set of parameters is

lacking. Recently, we developed a phase-field model to describe the reaction-diffusion processes

occurring in the reactive blending process [34]. Phase field models combine the thermodynamics

and transport of the system of interest, and are capable of describing non-equilibrium processes

in inhomogeneous systems without the need to resolve highly constrained molecular degrees of

freedom that limit accessible time scales in particle-based models, or track interfaces like the con-

ventional techniques in fluid dynamics [35]. Such models have been employed previously for a

wide range of problems in polymer physics [36, 37] and fluid mechanics [38, 39] like shear-induced

demixing [40–42] in polymer solutions and nonsolvent induced phase separation [35, 43–45].

In this work, we employ the phase-field model developed previously to thoroughly investigate

spontaneous emulsification for films of polymers containing reactive end groups, over a wider

parameter space than has been previously reported. We determine the effects of interface shapes,

film thicknesses, reactivity of end groups, reversible reactions, concentration of reactants, weak

thermal fluctuations, and the Flory-Huggins parameter on the progress of the reaction and onset of

interfacial roughening. We also investigate mechanisms for the origin of interfacial roughening.

This work is limited to homopolymers symmetric in length and composition, which undergo an

end-coupling reaction to form a diblock copolymer having length twice that of the homopolymers.

Further, we focus only on reaction-diffusion, and defer the effects of convection to a future work.

In section 2, we briefly describe our model and the phase-field method. We present the results and

discussion in section 3. Finally, we present our conclusions in section 4.

2 Model

The reactive blending process is described using a multi-fluid model that has been derived and

characterized in previous publications [34, 35, 43–45], and will be briefly reviewed in this section.

The multi-fluid model is based on the two-fluid formalism of Doi and Onuki [46] and accurately

describes the thermodynamics and kinetics of the system. We consider a mixture of two homopoly-

mers, A and B, whose volume fractions are denoted by φAh and φBh, respectively, and that can

reversibly or irreversibly react at a single end to form an A-B diblock copolymer. The diblock
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copolymer concentration is denoted by φD. The homopolymers are assumed to have the same

chain length, thus the diblock is twice as long as the homopolymers, and the mixture is assumed

to be incompressible. The two blocks of the diblock are tracked with their own concentration

fields (φAd and φBd), in order to specify their relative locations in space and capture microphase

separation. The total diblock concentration is, φD = φAd + φBd.

The chain lengths of the polymers are scaled with a reference chain length, Nr, which is equal

to the length of the homopolymers. The radius of gyration obtained from the reference poly-

mer length, Rg = b
√
Nr/6 is chosen as the characteristic length scale, where b is the monomer

length. The Rouse time, τR = R2
g/D is chosen as the reference time scale, where the self dif-

fusion coefficient is D = kBT/Nrζ0. Here kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temper-

ature, and ζ0 is the friction coefficient of the monomer. Thus, the characteristic time scale is

τR = N2
r b

2ζ0/6kBT . The Damkohler number is calculated from the rate constant kf of the for-

ward reaction,Daf = kfτR = kfN
2
r b

2ζ0/6kBT , and is the ratio of diffusion to reaction time scales

[47]. The equilibrium constant is defined as K = kf/kb, where kb is the backward reaction rate

coefficient.

We neglect the effects of convection in this work while including the effect of thermal fluctua-

tions; thus, the non-equilibrium behavior of the system is modeled using Model B type diffusion-

reaction equations [34, 35, 43–45, 48]. The dimensionless form of the species transport equations

in this framework take the form,

∂φi(r, t)

∂t
=
∑
j

∇·(Mij({φi})∇µj({φi})) +DafRi({φi}) + αN−1/4r θi(r, t), (1)

where φi denotes the volume fraction of species i, t is the dimensionless time, Mij is the species

mobility matrix, µi is the chemical potential of the ith species,Daf is the Damkohler number based

on the forward reaction rate, Nr is the reference polymer length, and Ri is a dimensionless rate of

generation of species i due to reaction. The last term in eqn (1) accounts for thermal noise, denoted

by θi, and α is a factor introduced to regulate the strength of the thermal noise. We solve eqn (1)

for φAh, φAd and φBd, and assume an incompressible system to obtain φBh = 1− φAh − φD.

The volume fraction dependent mobility matrix is calculated using a Rouse model [34, 35, 43,
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44] with the matrix elements,

Mii = φi(1− φi),

Mij = −φiφj.
(2)

The chemical potential is obtained as a functional derivative of the Helmholtz free energy with

respect to the volume fraction, µi = δF/δφi. We assume an incompressible system, hence we ob-

tain exchange chemical potentials with respect to the B homopolymer [49]. The free energy func-

tional is obtained by perturbing the free energy as a function of concentration fluctuations about a

homogeneous state using the random phase approximation [50]. The response functions obtained

are approximated using their asymptotic forms, and then Fourier inverted to a weak segregation

form of the free energy [51]. Finally, the free energy functional is transformed to a generalization

in the strong segregation case using the procedure outlined by Uneyama and Doi [36]. The inter-

mediate steps have been described in a previous work, which shows that for symmetric diblocks

the free energy functional is given by [34],

F =

∫
dr
[φAh(r) log(φAh(r))

Nr

+
φBh(r) log(φBh(r))

Nr

+ 0.4015
(φAd(r) log(φAd(r))

2Nr

+
φBd(r) log(φBd(r))

2Nr

)
−

2
√
φAd(r)φBd(r)

2Nr

+ χ(φAh(r) + φAd(r))(φBh(r) + φBd(r))

+
b2

24

( |∇φAh(r)|2

〈φAh〉
+
|∇φAd(r)|2

〈φAd〉
+
|∇φBd(r)|2

〈φBd〉
+
|∇φBh(r)|2

〈φBh〉

)
+

∫
dr′

9

8φ̄DN2
r b

2
G(r − r′){(φAd(r)− φBd(r))}{(φAd(r

′)− φBd(r
′))}
]
,

(3)

where Ni denotes the lengths of each specie and the overbars denote spatial average volume frac-

tions. The first four terms of the form φ log(φ) denote the translational entropies of the four species.

The two halves of the diblock are connected, hence the next term proportional to
√
φAdφBd and the

factor 0.4015 corrects the overcounting of the diblock translational degrees of freedom. The term

after this is the enthalpic interaction between unlike A and B segments, and the unlike halves of

the diblock, with χ denoting the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter. The next four terms propor-

tional to |∇φi|2 are square gradient terms, which penalize formation of interfaces. The last term

describes the covalent bonding between the two halves of the diblock, and prevents macrophase
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separation of the two blocks. The Green’s function in this term satisfies∇2G(r−r′) = −δ(r−r′).

Note that this form of the free energy functional holds only for a diblock copolymer architecture.

The two homopolymers have reactive groups at one end, and react via an end-coupling reac-

tion, which is second order in the homopolymer concentrations. In general, the reaction can be

reversible, with the backward reaction modeled as first order in the diblock concentration. The

rate of generation of the species must satisfy the constraint that the total number of monomers of

species A and B must remain constant. This gives [34]

RAh = −RAd = −φAhφBh

NBh

+
kbφAd

kf
,

RBh = −RBd = −φAhφBh

NAh

+
kbφBd

kf
,

(4)

where kf and kb are the reaction rate constants of the forward and backward reactions, respectively.

The noise term in eqn (1) satisfies fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT) statistics [48],

〈θi(r, t)〉 = 0,

〈θi(r, t)θj(r′, t′)〉 = −2∇· [Mij({φi})∇δ(r − r′)δ(t− t′)].
(5)

The term α in eqn (1) is introduced to regulate the strength of the noise term. At low species

concentrations, full strength fluctuations (α = 1) can drive species compositions to negative val-

ues, which is unphysical and renders the simulations unstable because of the log(φ) terms in the

chemical potential. The factor α allows us to reduce the strength of the fluctuations, such that the

simulations remain stable, and the volume fractions do not cross the [0, 1] bound.

The multi-fluid model is solved numerically using a custom CUDA/C++ program [34, 35].

Time is discretized using a semi-implicit scheme, which is not as costly as fully implicit methods,

yet allows larger time steps than fully explicit schemes. Space is discretized using a pseudo-

spectral method with a plane wave basis that offers high accuracy in resolving spatial derivatives.

We assume periodic boundary conditions and rectangular geometries.

3 Results and discussion

For this work, we consider binary homopolymer mixtures, symmetric in length and composition.

The reactively formed diblock has a length twice that of the homopolymers. The equilibrium phase
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diagram for such a system in the χNr − φD space has been determined using self consistent field

theory (SCFT) [34], and is shown in Fig. 1. The system can be in a disordered phase (DIS), a

lamellar phase (LAM), macroscopically segregated into two phases (2ϕ), or be in a three phase

coexistence (3ϕ) with homopolymer macrophases and a diblock LAM interphase swollen with

the homopolymers. Note that the free energy functional used in the present phase-field model is

an approximation of the functional used in SCFT to generate the phase diagram, hence the phase

boundaries will differ in detail. Nevertheless, the equilibrium phase on complete conversion of the

homopolymers to diblock obtained from the phase-field model, as well as the intermediate phases

observed as the reaction progresses is consistent with the prediction from SCFT. This consistency

between the phase-field simulations and SCFT has been demonstrated previously [34].

Figure 1: Phase diagram in the χNr − φD plane for a blend of homopolymers symmetric in length

and composition, where the length of the diblock is twice the length of the homopolymer.

In the following subsections, we discuss the effects of different parameters on diffusion-reaction

phenomena, including interfacial roughening and spontaneous emulsification.
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3.1 Initial distribution of homopolymers

We will focus our attention on 2-D systems, having initially macroscopically segregated homopoly-

mers, as shown in Fig. 2. This distribution corresponds to a film of homopolymer A cast on top of a

film of homopolymer B. Such geometries have been studied extensively in experiments [5–9]. The

two homopolymers have a uniform concentration along the length of the film. Thus, there is no

concentration gradient along the length of the simulation box, Lx. The thickness of the film, or the

homopolymer layers is set by the width of the box, Ly. The initial concentration profile across the

width of the box is shown in Fig. 2(b). With periodic boundary conditions, the initial distribution

is symmetric about the center of the box, thus there are two interfaces in the y direction. In all the

simulations, the initial diblock concentration is set to be uniform at φD0 = 0.02. This numerically

small value is used to avoid singular thermodynamic forces resulting from vanishing amounts of

any of the species. Fig. 2(a) shows a flat interface between the homopolymers, however in experi-

ments, thermal fluctuations will cause perturbations at the interface. Hence, the initial flat interface

is seeded with random noise of magnitude |δφ| = 0.001 about the average composition of each

species. Note that the fluctuations are only added to the initial concentration profiles of the species,

and the simulations discussed in the following subsections do not include thermal fluctuations (i.e.,

α = 0). The effect of thermal fluctuations is considered at the end of this section.

In addition to the flat interface seeded with random noise, we have investigated the morphol-

ogy evolution of interfaces that are initially perturbed by sinusoids having a wavelength equal to

Lx, and Lx/3. These initial distributions will be referred to as long wavelength and short wave-

length, respectively, henceforth. We also study a fourth initial configuration corresponding to a

zig-zag interface between the homopolymers. The concentration profiles of homopolymer A, φAh

corresponding to these four different initial distributions are depicted in Fig. 3 under the panel

corresponding to t = 0. The subsequent panels in Fig. 3 show snapshots of the concentration

profile of the A block of the diblock, φAd, at different times after the start of the simulation. The

simulations for all the different initial distributions were performed for an irreversible reaction with

Daf = 1, χNr = 7 and a box size (Lx, Ly) = (32, 16). The homopolymers react and produce

diblock at the interface. Over time, the diblock concentration at the interface builds up, resulting

in compatibilization of the homopolymers, and the interface broadens. The interfacial reaction is
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0

0

0

0

1

Figure 2: Representation of the initial distribution between the homopolymers, corresponding

to macroscopically segregated homopolymers. (a) 2-D concentration profile of homopolymer A

(φAh). The interface between the homopolymers is seeded with random noise of magnitude |δφ| =

0.001 about the average composition. (b) 1-D concentration profile of all species obtained by

taking a slice from (a) at x = 16Rg, showing the gradient in species concentrations.

accompanied by the diffusion of diblock from the interface to the bulk homopolymers, and of the

homopolymers from the bulk to the interface due to chemical potential gradients. The build-up of

the diblock copolymer at the interface reduces the interfacial area available for reaction, thus the

reaction slows down. When sufficient diblock is formed, the interface starts developing undula-

tions and begins to roughen. We denote the time at which this occurs as the roughening time, tr.

The concentration profile of the A block of the diblock , φAd at the onset of roughening is shown

in Fig. 3, under the panel t = tr. The roughening of the interface increases the interfacial area
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available for reaction, and the reaction rate increases slightly at this point. Subsequently, sufficient

diblock diffuses into the bulk domains, and leads to the formation of domains of homopolymer

B-swollen drops of the B half of the diblock in a matrix of homopolymer A and the A half of the

diblock; and another domain of homopolymer A-swollen drops of the A half of the diblock in a

matrix of homopolymer B and the B half of the diblock. The snapshot of the φAd profile at such a

time is shown in the panel under t = 65 of Fig. 3. This intermediate morphology is reminiscent

of spontaneous emulsification observed in several experimental studies [5–9], although the simu-

lation domain employed here covers a fraction of the area in the TEM images typically captured.

Eventually, these drops coalesce, and form a lamellar phase phase, as shown in the last panel of

Fig. 3.

0
0

8

16

16 32

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

y/Rg

x/Rg

t = 0 t = tr t = 65 t = 1000

Figure 3: Snapshots of the concentration profile corresponding to an initial distribution between

the homopolymers having a (a) flat interface seeded with noise (flat), (b) sinusoid perturbed in-

terface with wavelength equal to the box length, Lx (long), (c) sinusoid perturbed interface with

wavelength equal to Lx/3 (short), and (d) a zig-zag interface (zig-zag). The initial profile at t = 0

corresponds to the concentration of homopolymer A, φAh, and the subsequent profiles correspond

to the concentration of the A half of the diblock, φAd. For all the simulations, Daf = 1, χNr = 7,

and the box size was held fixed at (Lx, Ly) = (32, 16).
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The visualization of the qualitative evolution of morphology is shown in Fig. 3. We now

proceed to track the evolution of the system quantitatively. The reaction dynamics of the system is

quantified by measuring either the reaction rate, which is the rate of generation of the diblock 〈φ̇D〉,

or the mean diblock concentration, 〈φD〉, where the angular brackets represent volume averages

at a specific time. The evolution of 〈φ̇D〉 and 〈φD〉 for the various initial interface configurations

is shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b), respectively. The initial interfacial area of the zig-zag interface is

greater than the short and long wavelength, and the flat interface has the least initial interfacial area.

Therefore, the initial reaction rate of the zig-zag interface is greater than the other distributions.

However, the difference in the interfacial area is not substantial enough to result in a marked

difference in the subsequent reaction rate. In fact, as shown in the second column of Fig. 3, the

concentration gradients along the zig-zag interface are soon eliminated, and the resulting profile is

analogous to a flat interface. The build-up of diblock at the interface decreases the reaction rate

monotonically, until the interface roughens. The reaction rate increases slightly, soon after the

undulations caused by the roughening grow. It is clear from Fig. 4(a) and (b) that the reaction

dynamics is not influenced strongly by the initial distribution of the interface. All the interfaces

roughen at the same time, as evidenced by the small peak in the reaction rate at t = 42.

The onset of interfacial roughening, and the characteristic length scale of the morphology can

be quantified by calculating the first moment of the normalized structure factor [35, 52, 53],

qAh =

∑
q qsp(q, t)∑
q sp(q, t)

, (6)

where the structure factor,

sp(q, t) =
1∫
dΩ

∫
dΩF

[gp(r, t)
gp(0, t)

]
(7)

is given by the Fourier transform of the correlation function of the homopolymer A concentration,

gp(r, t) = 〈
∫
dr′[φAh(r + r′, t)φAh(r′, t)− 〈φAh(t)〉2]〉, (8)

averaged over solid angles dΩ of q with q = |q|. A characteristic domain size is then defined

by 2π/qAh, and its evolution is depicted in Fig. 4(c). The initial domain size corresponds to the

thickness of the homopolymer A layer. At initial stages of the reaction, the diblock is generated

at the interface. This results in compatibilization of the homopolymers, and the interface thickens.

Thus, the characteristic domain size shows a slight increase at early time. This parameter increases
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 4: Temporal evolution of (a) reaction rate, (b) mean diblock concentration, and (c) charac-

teristic domain size as a function of the initial distribution between the homopolymers. For all the

simulations, Daf = 1, χNr = 7, and the box size was held fixed at (Lx, Ly) = (32, 16).

until the onset of interfacial roughening, reaches a maximum value, and then starts decreasing

rapidly. The morphology at this stage is depicted by the third panel of Fig. 3, where droplets of

homopolymer-swollen diblock emerge. Eventually, the system relaxes to a lamellar phase and the
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characteristic domain size at this time represents the lamellar spacing between the two blocks of

the diblock. Similar to the evolution of the reaction dynamics, the characteristic domain size of

the different initial distributions nearly overlap, suggesting that the morphology evolution is not

strongly influenced by the initial interfacial distribution. The characteristic domain size for all four

distributions attain the maximum value around the same time, verifying that the interfaces roughen

in near concert. For subsequent systems, the time where the characteristic domain size reaches the

maximum value will be used to quantify the onset of roughening.

3.2 Film thickness effects

It has been observed in experiments that thicker homopolymer domains roughen slower than thin-

ner domains, and roughening occurs rapidly for films below a certain thickness [7, 26–28]. Hence

we investigated the effect of homopolymer film thickness on the reaction dynamics and the onset

of interfacial roughening by changing the size of the simulation box. Fig. 5 shows snapshots of

the φAd profile after the interface has roughened. For these simulations, Daf = 0.1, χNr = 7,

and the initial distribution between the homopolymers is a flat interface seeded with random noise.

Each row of Fig. 5 corresponds to films having the same thickness (Ly), and the length of the

film increases along the row. The concentration profiles for the boxes with Ly = 16 correspond to

t = 500, the boxes with Ly = 32 correspond to t = 1000, and the widest boxes with Ly = 64 cor-

respond to t = 1758. The morphology of the films having the same thickness is similar, and is not

significantly influenced by the length of the film. The intermediate morphology changes with the

film thickness. For films with Ly = 16, the interface roughens after sufficient build-up of diblock,

and the system shows spontaneous emulsification with drops of homopolymer swollen diblock ap-

pearing in a matrix of the other homopolymer, as shown in Fig. 3. For thicker films, homopolymer

swollen diblock lamellae are observed to diffuse from the initial interface after sufficient diblock

is generated. This decreases the thickness of the original film, and also results in the formation

of new interfaces where reaction occurs. The number of lamellae diffusing out from the original

interface increases with the thickness of the film, as shown by Fig. 5(b) and (c). Subsequently the

film undergoes a similar instability as the film with Ly = 16, and homopolymer swollen diblock

drops appear in the bulk which coalesce to form a lamellar phase.
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Figure 5: 2-D profiles of φAd for (a) Ly = 16 at t = 500, (b) Ly = 32 at t = 1000, and (c) Ly = 64

at t = 1758. The box length, Lx increases from left to right for each row. For all the simulations,

Daf = 0.1, χNr = 7, and the initial distribution between the homopolymers is a flat interface

seeded with random noise.

The time at which the concentration profiles are depicted in Fig. 5 hints that the reaction

dynamics and onset of roughening is slower for thicker films. This is shown quantitatively in Figs.

6 and 7. Fig. 6(a) shows the evolution of 〈φD〉 for different box sizes. The data overlap for films

having the same thickness but different lengths. The mean diblock concentration is less at a given

time for thicker films, implying that the reaction dynamics is dictated by the thickness of the films.

The homopolymers have to diffuse from the bulk through larger distances in thicker films, hence,

the rate of reaction is slower for thicker films. The time scale for diffusion of the homopolymer

across the film thickness, Ld is τd = L2
d/D, where Ld is calculated from the characteristic domain
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size of homopolymer A, 2π/qAh at the start of the simulation. The evolution of mean diblock for

films of different thicknesses does not collapse when the time axis is rescaled by L2
d, but the data

can be approximately collapsed by rescaling the time axis in Fig. 6(a) with Ld, as is shown in Fig.

6(b). Thus, the diffusion length is proportional to the product of the film thickness and another

length scale which is constant in all the simulations. For Daf = 0.1, the system is mixed reaction-

diffusion controlled. Hence, two length scales govern the process - the film thickness, Ld and the

distance between the reactive ends, Rg. Rescaling the time axis by Ld is equivalent to rescaling

time by the geometric mean of τd and the Rouse time τR. This suggests that the diffusion of the

homopolymers through thicker domains slows the reaction for thicker films at Daf = 0.1.

The evolution of the morphology is quantified by plotting the characteristic domain size for the

films with different thickness in Fig. 7. The film with Ly = 16 has one maxima corresponding to

the roughening of the interface (Fig. 7(a)). The concentration profiles in the right correspond to the

snapshots at time instances marked in the plot, and show the φAd profile at the onset of roughening,

after emulsification, and the final morphology. The characteristic domain size for thicker films

starts to decrease sharply after attaining a maximum value, but there are multiple instances where

the domain size shows a sudden decrease, as shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c). The thickness of the

interface increases initially with diblock formation, which results in an increase in the characteristic

domain size. Homopolymer-swollen diblock lamellae diffuse from the interface of the original film

upon build-up of sufficient diblock. The earlier points of sudden decay correspond to the lamellae

diffusing from the original interface, which decreases the domain size. For these films, the final

such point corresponds to an instability analogous to the film with Ly = 16Rg, leading to the

spontaneous formation of an emulsion. For all films, the onset of roughening is determined by

tracking the first instance of rapid decay, which is the maximum value of the characteristic domain

size. This point is chosen because the original interface ceases to exist beyond this point.

3.3 Reaction kinetics

We quantify the effect of reaction kinetics by the Damkohler number, Daf . The effect of Daf

on the reaction dynamics and the onset of roughening is shown in Fig. 8. For these simulations,

χNr = 7, (Lx, Ly) = (32, 16), the initial distribution between the homopolymers is a flat interface
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Evolution of the mean diblock concentration as a function of box size with (a) dimen-

sionless time, and (b) time rescaled by tm, the geometric mean of the diffusion time (τd = L2
d/D)

and the Rouse time (τR = R2
g/D). Here, Daf = 0.1, χNr = 7, and the initial distribution between

the homopolymers is a flat interface seeded with random noise.

seeded with random noise, and the reactions are assumed to be irreversible. The reaction rate

increases as Daf increases, as is shown by Fig. 8(a). For Daf = 1, the reaction is nearly complete

at t = 1000, while the corresponding conversion of the diblock at the same time for Daf = 0.01 is

25%. For irreversible reactions, Daf is a relative measure of the diffusion and reaction time scales.

The reaction time scale is faster at higher Daf , resulting in faster reaction dynamics.

The time at which the interface roughens, or the roughening time, tr, is determined from the

maxima in the characteristic domain size shown in Fig. 8(b). The variation of tr with Daf for
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Figure 7: Temporal evolution of the characteristic domain size for (a) Ly = 16, (b) Ly = 32, and

(c) Ly = 64. The snapshots correspond to the profile of φAd at different time instances marked in

the plot. Here, Daf = 0.1, χNr = 7, and the initial distribution between the homopolymers is a

flat interface seeded with random noise.

films of different lengths and thicknesses at χNr = 7 is depicted in Fig. 9. For a given film,

tr decreases nearly inversely with Daf ; hence, the interface roughens faster as Daf increases.

Films with the same thickness roughen approximately at the same time, regardless of the length

of the film. For the three films studied, the thinnest film roughens faster than the thicker films.

This is in agreement with experimental findings that thinner films are more prone to roughening

and spontaneous emulsification [7, 26, 27]. For both the thicker films, tr is nearly the same,
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(b)

(a)

Figure 8: (a) Temporal evolution of mean diblock concentration, and (b) evolution of the charac-

teristic domain size as a function of 〈φD〉 for different Daf . For all the simulations, χNr = 7,

(Lx, Ly) = (32, 16), and the initial distribution between the homopolymers is a flat interface

seeded with random noise.

and corresponds to the diffusion of homopolymer swollen lamellae from the interface to the bulk

homopolymer domains, as depicted by the insets (i) in Fig. 7(b) and (c). The original interface

becomes ill-defined beyond this point. Although tr calculated using this procedure is the same for

Ly = 32 and Ly = 64, the corrugation of the interface, and emulsification is faster for the film

with Ly = 32, as seen in the insets of Fig. 7(b) and (c).

The onset of roughening has previously been attributed to the interfacial excess diblock, z∗

reaching a critical value where the interfacial tension becomes vanishingly small. The interfacial
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Figure 9: Roughening time as a function of Daf and box size. For all the simulations, χNr = 7,

and the initial distribution between the homopolymers is a flat interface seeded with random noise.

excess diblock is calculated experimentally using forward recoil spectrometry (FRES), and the

interfacial tension is then determined from mean field theories developed for flat interfaces using

the experimentally measured values of z∗ [4–6, 8]. Here, we calculate the surface excess number

of the diblock as n(s)
D = n

(tot)
D − nA

D − nB
D, where nD is the number of diblock species, and the

superscripts denote the surface, total volume, bulk homopolymer A, and bulk homopolymer B

phases, respectively [54]. With Fig. 2 as reference, the bulk homopolymer B region is located at

y = 0, and the bulk homopolymer A region is located at y = 8, or more generally, at y = Ly/2.

The calculation of n(s)
D involves determining the location of the interface. The species concentration

gradients are across the thickness of the film. Hence, the interface is located by determining the

location along the width of the box where there is no surface excess of non surface-active species,

i.e., either of the homopolymers. This is equivalent to determining the Gibbs dividing surface [55].

The number of species, ni, can be calculated from the mean volume fraction of the species as

ni =
φ̄iV

Niv0
, where V is the system volume, v0 is the monomer volume and Ni is the length of the

species. Using this definition for homopolymer A, the interface is located at

yI =
( φ̄Ah − φ̄B

Ah

φ̄A
Ah − φ̄B

Ah

)Ly

2
. (9)

Here, φ̄Ah is the mean concentration of homopolymer A in half the box, φ̄A
Ah =

∫
φAh|y=Ly/2 dx/Lx

is the mean homopolymer A concentration in the bulk homopolymer A phase, and φ̄B
Ah =

∫
φAh|y=0 dx/Lx

is the mean homopolymer A concentration in the bulk homopolymer B phase. The interfacial
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excess areal density of the diblock is then determined from z∗ = n
(s)
D NDv0/A, where A is the

cross-sectional area of the interface. We get

z∗ =
Ly

2
φ̄D − yI φ̄B

D −
(Ly

2
− yI

)
φ̄A
D. (10)

Here φ̄A
D and φ̄B

D denote the concentration of the diblock in the bulk A and B homopolymer do-

mains, respectively. Although z∗ grows with the system size, it is, in a thermodynamic sense, the

number of diblock at the interface per unit area, multiplied by a constant (the chain volume).

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: (a) Interfacial excess diblock concentration at the onset of roughening as a function of

Daf and box size, for χNr = 7. (b) Interfacial tension up to the onset of roughening plotted against

the mean diblock concentration, 〈φD〉 as a function of Daf for χNr = 7 and (Lx, Ly) = (32, 16).

The initial distribution between the homopolymers is a flat interface seeded with random noise.
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The interfacial excess diblock is calculated up to the onset of roughening because the interface

becomes ill-defined once roughening and spontaneous emulsification starts. Fig. 10(a) shows the

interfacial excess diblock at the onset of roughening as a function of Daf , and for different film

geometries. For reaction kinetics limited systems, quantified by small values of Daf (< 0.1),

z∗/Rg approaches a limiting value. In these systems, the reaction is inherently slow, and the

diblock is continuously generated at the interface until the interface roughens. At higher Daf ,

the kinetics is faster, and buildup of diblock at the interface is faster, leading to an earlier onset

of roughening. Although the simulations in Fig. 10 are for a flat initial interface between the

homopolymers, the roughening time and interfacial excess diblock at the onset of roughening are

nearly the same for the other initial distributions studied. These have not been shown to avoid

crowding the figure.

Similar to the interfacial excess, the interfacial tension becomes an ill-defined quantity when

the interface roughens. There has been discrepancy in previous computational studies regarding the

value of the interfacial tension at the onset of roughening. Studies using MD simulations, as well

as DPD simulations, calculated the interfacial tension as the difference between the normal and

tangential components of the pressure tensor across the interface. The MD simulations concluded

that the interfacial tension drops to negative values and was the reason for the roughening, while

the DPD simulations did not observe significant reduction of the interfacial tension at roughening

[29–32]. We determine the interfacial tension from the excess Helmholtz free energy, F (s), with

the constraint that the surface excess of non surface-active species is zero [54, 55]. The surface

excess grand potential, σA, is given by

σA = F (s) − µDn
(s)
D , (11)

where σ is the interfacial tension, and µD is the chemical potential of the diblock, obtained as the

functional derivative of the free energy functional in eqn (3). The surface excess Helmholtz free

energy is also obtained from eqn (3) by subtracting the local free energy of the bulk homopolymer

phases from the total free energy of the system. The evolution of interfacial tension until the onset

of roughening is shown in Fig. 9(b). The black line shows the interfacial tension at t = 0. Initially,

as the reaction starts and copolymer is generated at the interface, the interfacial tension decreases.

The copolymer layer compatibilizes the blend and entrains the homopolymers, resulting in the
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broadening of the interface. The copolymer is formed and distributed in the diffuse interface.

This dilutes the concentration of the copolymer at the location of the interface (eqn (9)), and the

interfacial tension slightly increases at this point. As more copolymer is formed, the dilution effect

is overcome, and the interfacial tension begins to decrease rapidly until the interface roughens.

Although the interfacial tension drops sharply before roughening, it does not approach vanishingly

small or negative values. Thus, we conclude that a negative interfacial tension is not a prerequisite

to the roughening of reacting interfaces. A similar conclusion was obtained from studies using

DPD simulations [30, 31].

3.4 Reversible reactions and fraction of reactive homopolymers

The faster onset of roughening for systems with higher Daf suggests that there is possibly a crit-

ical interfacial excess diblock, or a critical mean diblock concentration for the phenomenon. To

determine if such a critical value exists, we perform one set of simulations with reversible reac-

tions, and another set of reactions where a only fraction of the homopolymers have a reactive end

group. This allows us to control the final diblock concentration and interfacial excess diblock in

the system.

Fig. 11(a) and (b) quantifies the reaction dynamics and characteristic domain size for sys-

tems with reversible reactions, which is characterized by the equilibrium constant, K. For all the

simulations, Daf = 1, χNr = 7, (Lx, Ly) = (32, 16), and the initial distribution between the ho-

mopolymers is perturbed by a long wavelength sinusoid. The dynamics of the irreversible reaction

is also shown for comparison. The equilibrium diblock concentration increases with K because

the rate constant for the backward reaction decreases relative to kf upon increasing K. The sys-

tems with K/Nr = 2 and 10 do not show a sudden decrease in the evolution of the characteristic

domain size. This parameter approaches a constant value as the reaction proceeds to equilibrium

for K/Nr = 2 and 10. Nor do these systems show interfacial roughening and spontaneous emulsi-

fication. The equilibrium for these systems corresponds to a 2ϕ state with the diblock sandwiched

between the segregated homopolymers, as shown by the 1-D concentration profile at x = 16 for

K/Nr = 10, in the inset of Fig. 12(a).

An alternate method to control the final concentration of the diblock in the system is to pre-
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(a)

Figure 11: Temporal evolution of (a) mean diblock concentration, and (b) characteristic domain

size as a function of K/Nr. Temporal evolution of (c) mean diblock concentration, and (d) char-

acteristic domain size as a function of the fraction of homopolymers with a reactive end group,

xR. For all the simulations, Daf = 1, χNr = 7, (Lx, Ly) = (32, 16), and the initial distribution

between the homopolymers is perturbed by a long wavelength sinusoid.

scribe the fraction of homopolymers, xR, that have a reactive end group. Such systems are modeled

by introducing two more species to describe the non-reactive homopolymers, and writing two ad-

ditional transport equations. These species contribute to the translational entropy and enthalpy

terms in the free energy functional, and are straightforward to implement. The results for vary-

ing xR on the reaction dynamics and characteristic domain size are shown in Fig. 11(c) and (d),

and the system where all the homopolymers have reactive end groups (xR = 1) is also shown for

comparison. The final diblock concentration increases with xR because of the availability of more

reactants. Systems where a small fraction of homopolymers are reactive do not undergo roughen-
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(b)

y/Rg

Figure 12: Interfacial excess diblock concentration at the onset of roughening (red), or at the end

of the simulation (blue) as a function of (a) K/Nr, and (b) xR. The inset in (a) shows the 1-

D concentration profile at equilibrium for K/Nr = 10 at x = 16Rg. For all the simulations,

Daf = 1, χNr = 7, (Lx, Ly) = (32, 16), and the initial distribution between the homopolymers is

perturbed by a long wavelength sinusoid.

ing, as shown by the evolution of the characteristic domain for the system with xR = 0.2. The final

state at xR = 0.2 corresponds to a 2ϕ system.

The interfacial excess diblock for systems with reversible reactions, and with a fraction of

reactive homopolymers is shown in Fig. 12(a) and (b), respectively. For systems that do not show

roughening, the interfacial excess at the end of the simulation is plotted by the blue circles, and

for systems that undergo roughening and spontaneous emulsification, the interfacial excess at the
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onset of roughening is depicted by the red circles. The plots seem to suggest that there might not

be a critical interfacial excess diblock concentration at which roughening occurs. At equilibrium,

z∗/Rg = 1.09 for the system with K/Nr = 10, which is greater than z∗/Rg at the onset of

roughening for the systems with a fraction of reactive homopolymers. Comparing the final 〈φD〉 to

the equilibrium phase diagram of this ternary system obtained from SCFT (Fig. 1), it appears that

systems with a diblock concentration greater than the concentration around the phase boundary

between the 3ϕ and lamellar phase are observed to undergo roughening. However, it should be

noted that the free energy functional used in our phase-field model is an approximation to the

functional used to generate the equilibrium phase diagram in Fig. 1; hence, the phase boundaries

for our model will be somewhat different. For example, at the equilibrium diblock concentration

for K/Nr = 10, SCFT predicts that the system is in a 3ϕ state, whereas the inset in Fig. 12(a)

shows a 2ϕ state. Nonetheless, a critical amount of diblock must be formed to drive interfacial

roughening. This suggests that roughening occurs when sufficient copolymer is formed to induce

microphase separation to a lamellar microstructure. This, again, supports the conclusion of studies

using DPD simulations [30, 31].

3.5 Thermal fluctuations

Several studies have hypothesized that thermal fluctuations accelerate the onset of interfacial rough-

ening [7, 9]. As previously mentioned, the log(φ) terms in the free energy functional cause the

simulations to become unstable when full strength thermal fluctuations are incorporated. Here, we

study the effect of weak thermal fluctuations on the evolution of the system, and summarize the

results in Fig. 13. The system is initialized with nearly pure homopolymers, hence the concentra-

tion of the diblock is extremely small at early times. As the reaction proceeds, the reactants are

consumed, and at late times, the homopolymers are nearly exhausted. Thus, the concentration of

some species will be near zero at early or late times. Consequently, the fluctuating simulations

are stable only at extremely low strength of the fluctuations (α = 0.002). There is no significant

difference in the evolution of the system at such noise strengths when compared against determin-

istic simulations. To overcome this, we perform fluctuating simulations with reversibly reacting

systems, and where the strength of the fluctuations is initially kept very low at α = 0.002, but is
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increased by an order of magnitude when the mean concentration of each species is greater than

0.1. The instance where the strength of the fluctuations is increased is shown by the arrow in Fig.

13(a). Thermal fluctuations increase the reaction rate by generating more interfacial area for the

reaction to occur. This is reflected in the evolution of 〈φD〉 in Fig. 13(a). All three fluctuating

simulations shown in the figure reach equilibrium faster than the deterministic simulation.

Further, fluctuations are also observed to accelerate the onset of interfacial roughening, as is

evidenced by the location of the maxima in the characteristic domain size (Fig. 13(b)). This has

been widely hypothesized in experiments, and our simulations confirm this hypothesis. The top

inset in Fig. 13(b) depicts the profile of φAd at the end of one fluctuating simulation, and the bottom

inset shows the same profile at equilibrium from the deterministic simulation. The inset suggests

that fluctuations are responsible for sustaining the system in an emulsified state. Full strength

(α = 1) fluctuations are expected to more dramatically accelerate the reaction rate and onset of

roughening, and might reveal the existence of a bicontinuous microemulsion near the Lifshitz point

[13]. However, we defer such an analysis to a future study. We believe that the study performed

here captures the essential physics of thermal fluctuations.

3.6 χNr parameter

Finally, we quantify the effect of changing the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, χNr on the

reaction dynamics and intermediate morphology in Fig. 14. The simulations correspond to ir-

reversible reactions with Daf = 1, (Lx, Ly) = (32, 16), and the initial distribution between the

homopolymers perturbed by a long wavelength sinusoid. The thickness of the interface decreases

with increase in χNr. Thus, there are fewer contacts between the homopolymers for systems with

larger χNr. Further, the enthalpic penalty for the diffusion of the unlike half of the diblock through

an unlike homopolymer domain increases with χNr. Consequently, the reaction is slower at higher

values of χNr, in agreement with experiments [23]. For χNr = 4, the system is in a disordered

state upon complete conversion of the homopolymers to diblock, and there are no interfaces left at

equilibrium. Systems relaxing to a disordered phase were not observed to spontaneously emulsify,

which is consistent with the prediction of an earlier study [7]. It was also reported in that study

that when the homopolymers are highly incompatible, with χNr = 34, the reactions would be too
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(b)

(a)

Figure 13: Temporal evolution of (a) mean diblock concentration, and (b) characteristic domain

size for simulations with and without fluctuations. The arrow in (a) corresponds to the time where

α was increased from 0.002 to 0.02. The top inset in (b) corresponds to the profile of φAd at the

end of a fluctuating simulation, and the bottom inset in (b) shows the profile of φAd at the end

of a simulation with no fluctuations. For all the simulations, Daf = 1, χNr = 7, (Lx, Ly) =

(32, 16), K/Nr = 50, and the initial distribution between the homopolymers is perturbed by a long

wavelength sinusoid.

slow to generate enough diblock; consequently, interfacial roughening would not be observed [7].

Unfortunately, we were not able to perform stable simulations at such high χNr values, but we do

observe the time to emulsification to increase with χNr. Further, the χNr values where we observe

spontaneous emulsification are consistent with the experimental finding.
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Figure 14: Temporal evolution of the mean diblock concentration as a function of χNr. The insets

show the profile of φAd at t = 100 for χNr = 8, and t = 50 for χNr = 4. For all the simulations,

Daf = 1, (Lx, Ly) = (32, 16), the initial distribution between the homopolymers is perturbed by

a long wavelength sinusoid, and the reactions are irreversible.

4 Conclusions

We have studied reactive polymer blending by interdiffusion in polymer films, where homopoly-

mers symmetric in chain length and composition undergo an end-coupling reaction to form a sym-

metric diblock copolymer twice as long as the homopolymers. Using 2-D phase-field simulations,

we explored a large parameter space to understand the evolution of reaction dynamics and mor-

phology in such systems, and quantify interfacial roughening and spontaneous emulsification. The

reaction dynamics is measured by the reaction rate and mean diblock concentration, and the mor-

phology is quantified by a characteristic domain size obtained from the first moment of the nor-

malized homopolymer structure factor. We find that the dynamics of the system is not significantly

influenced by the length of the film or the initial shape of the interface between the polymers,

as long as the thickness of the films is constant. The reaction progresses more slowly in thicker

films because the reactive homopolymers need to diffuse through a wider domain before reach-

ing the interface where the reaction occurs. Consequently, these films roughen later than thinner

films. Systems with inherently faster reaction time scales, quantified by a Damkohler number,Daf

roughen faster, with the roughening time proportional to Da−1f . The interfacial energy was not ob-

served to drop to negative values at the onset of roughening. Simulations with reversible reactions

and systems where a fraction of the homopolymer have reactive end groups show that a critical di-
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block concentration exists, below which spontaneous emulsification is not observed. We conclude

that roughening is not triggered by the interfacial tension becoming negative, rather it occurs when

sufficient copolymer is formed to induce microphase separation to a lamellar microstructure. We

also demonstrated that weak thermal fluctuations accelerate the onset of interfacial roughening,

and is responsible for maintaining the system in an emulsified state. Finally, we examined the role

of the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, χNr, and showed that emulsification is only observed

in systems which show microphase separation. The reaction is slower at high χNr, consequently,

the time to observe emulsification increases with χNr.
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